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The Pharmashelve Plus storage solution has been developed specifically for pharmacies 
and hospital dispensaries.

Designed to maximise your available space and increase efficiency. Either to increase 
your current stock holding in your existing space or to decrease your current space in 
order to utilise your area better.

Our storage systems are entirely focussed on medicine storage, retrieval and dispensing 
efficiencies.

We are able to customise and scale our system to suit your individual needs and create 
your prefect storage environment, whether in a pharmacy or hospital, Inov8 will be there 
to help you optimise your work flow and processes.

With our 1000mm and 500mm width bays you can expect increased storage over 
existing systems. Whilst completely integrating with our modular clinic furniture to 
expand your choice and flexibility even further.

Pharmashelve plus drawer system

This full extension pull out drawer can be fitted either angled or flat. 
When angled, the drawer  provides a self feeding system allowing you to fill from the rear 
easily, rotate your stock and maintain the ‘first in first out’ principle. In our drawer each 
stock item has greater visibility within the drawer and reduces picking errors. When fitted 
flat, the drawer easily holds bulky items at the optimal user height.

The Deep drawer system is designed to fit those larger items which need to be stored 
and protected dust, either under the worktop or on a full height bay.

Adaptable Medical Storage Solutions.
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units shown here without option plinth kickers and base plinth drawers.

Bay sizes available
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1000 Bay Width Drawer System

All Clinic modules integrate fully 
with pharmashelve plus when using 
1000mm or 500mm bays

CBU-1 CBU-7CBU-6CBU-4CBU-3CBU-2 CBHW-1
Drawerline module

CMHW-1
Mobile Handwash module
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1000 bay width drawer system 
with three drawer size options.

500 bay width drawer system with 
three drawer size options.

...many material finishes available enabling 
the client to personalise their pharmacy.
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Mobile Handwash Sink

10 Litre capacity mobile sink giving 85 washes 
per fill. Foot operated.

Hot running water when and where you need it.
Allows over 85 hand washes per fill.
Gives full compliance with HSE handwash 
regulations.
Foot operated infra-red system guarantees 
maximum hygiene.
Fine spray makes maximum efficiency of water.
Temperature limited to 42ºC, for comfort and 
safety.
Large wheels make transport safe and easy.
Robust design.
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Typical “gondola” setup, when combining 500mm “Pharmashelve Plus” bays 
with the Clinic modular furniture.
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units shown here without option plinth kickers and base plinth drawers.
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units shown here without option plinth kickers and base plinth drawers.

Gyro

Gyro

Pharmashelve GYRO 1100 round shelve unit is perfect a solution for the safe dispensing of fast moving 
medicines within the Pharmacy where space  is restricted. 

This unit, with 9 rotating shelves has a high density of stock holding in a small space; equivalent  to 25- 
30 metres of linear storage in a tiny foot print of 1100mm diameter.

The independent revolving shelves allow for multiple selections at the same time and the GYRO is ideal 
for fast moving items in a busy Pharmacy delivering effective and cost efficient dispensing.

Dimensions.

Height          2200mm
Diameter     1100mm
Depth between shelves  180mm
Shelf depth   500mm
High impact clear front  risers
Clear plastic divisions allow for 
greater  stock separation.

Made from painted mild steel.
Nickel coated bearings
Dust cover top,
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Different size options

Having different size options means the 
room can be worked around to make 
usable accessible space, pillars, alcoves 
and boxing on walls can all be designed 
around to have a workable solution.

Shown to the left the different depth units 
demonstrate how a pillar in the room can 
be worked around.
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Why choose a 1000mm bay width

Working with 1000mm bay widths gives 
you more storage compared to 765mm 
bay widths, see the comparison on the 
left.
Less shelves are being used even with 
gaining greater storage so this saves on 
cost.

 3865 

 765  765  765  765  765 

Bay 1 Bay 5Bay 4Bay 3Bay 2

Bay 1 Bay 2 Bay 3 Bay 4

 4040 
 1000  1000  1000  1000 

0.27m of storage per shelf
13.5m in total for this configuration

0.36m of storage per shelf
14.4m in total for this configuration

0.9m extra storage using 1000mm bays
thats the equivilant of 2.5 shelves more
storage at 1000mm wide
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Storage options
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Flexibility and choices

A.
Standard Bay, available in 1000W 
or 500W.

B.
Optional Plinth drawer.

C.
Choice of drawers fronts, Oak, 
Beech, white aluminium.

D.
Clinic furniture modules, fit 
seamlessly within a 500W bay or 
2 modules within a 1000W bay, 
options on page 7.       

E.
Deep drawers.

F.
Pull out worktop.

G.
Pull out drawers and 
shelves can be fitted 
horizontal or angled to 
suit.

H.
Full range of monitor 
brackets available. 

I.
Optional Acrylic dividers.

J.
3 depths available.
435mm, 535mm, 
635mm.    

K.
Optional back panels.

L.
Optional side panels.

M.
Prescription storage drawers, 
A-Z lettering.

N.
Adjustable height 
worktop.

O.
Plastic boxes, can 
be fitted horizontal 
and angled.
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